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Introduction
Water is our most precious resource and a fundamental building block for life on this planet.
Today, the way we work with water is changing and challenging both business and our
environment. But we believe we can do better. Using natural products and recycled
materials, we are pioneering a new way to approach water treatment and management with
systems that are sustainable for our clients and the world around us. In short, water is life –
our life. We live it every day and are excited to build a custom solution which allows you to
work with water in the best way – one that preserves and protects this natural resource for the
future generations.
PIPE-R™ reservoir system installation guide provides the basic installation procedures during
construction. The installation guide is based on general principles, formulations, and
assumptions by AASHTO design specifications for subsurface drainage systems using flexible
pipes. The user should engage competent professional practices in the construction of the
subsurface drainage system. The construction of the subsurface drainage and storage structure
should be based on the relevant guidelines for the project site. Aggregate and geosynthetic
selections must meet the minimum standard required by the relevant regulatory authority.
PIPE-RTM reservoir system is a subsurface stormwater reservoir system that can be used for
stormwater retention/detention, stormwater storage and harvesting, subsurface irrigation and
drainage, and reclaimed water for agriculture purposes. The system can be installed for use in
commercial, residential, industrial, and highway drainage applications underneath grassed
lawns, parking lots and drive-through pavement (pervious and impervious) surfaces. The
customization of PIPE-RTM allows for several installation configurations to fit varying embedment
depths, groundwater levels and different trench sizes and shapes. It can also be used in
conjunction with other stormwater best management practices (BMPs) to optimize stormwater
management.
Environmental Conservation Solutions, LLC. (1) does not bear any liability in the misapplication
of the installation; and (2) does not provide warranties of any kind nor guaranty the installation
process performed by independent contractors.
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PIPE-R™ Reservoir System Installation Procedure
The installation procedure includes product delivery and assembly; site layout and excavation;
preparation of the excavated site; installation of the PIPE-R™ reservoir system units and
chambers; and backfilling and compaction. All about the installation processes shall be
discussed in a pre-installation conference between representative of manufacturer, design
team, general contractor, PIPE-R™ reservoir system installation contractor, and excavation
contractor.

Product Delivery and Assembly


Provide shop drawings of the PIPE-R™ reservoir system for the specific project.



Product shall be delivered to site in standard modules such as BPUs and/or PIPE-R™
cubes. See manufacturer’s product specification sheets and information guide for available
standard units and detailed dimensions.



Provide all accessories to PIPE-R™ reservoir systems such as inlet and outlet pipes, pipe
fittings, geotextile, geogrid, backfill materials, and pretreatment unit(s).



Provide appropriate equipment for handling of product delivered to site, store in safe place
to avoid damage from other construction activities and protected from harmful
environment.



Assembly products onsite into chambers (creation of distinct units of multiple BPUs and/or
cubes onsite) in accordance to PIPE-R™ reservoir system installation guide.



Wrap PIPE-R™ reservoir chambers in geotextile (pervious or impervious) to prevent soil
particle migration and/or hold water.



Manufacturer’s representative will be available to guide installing contractors on how to
accomplish the assembly of the products to create PIPE-R™ reservoir chamber(s).



All accessories, such as inlet and outlet connections, backfill, fill cover and pavement
section shall be as recommended by geotechnical engineer and/or as shown on the design
drawings.
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Site Layout and Excavation


The installing contractor shall follow standard procedures for trench/embankment layout
excavation and bed preparation. Apply standard construction practices (OSHA approved
procedures) for the excavation and manufacturers guide for the PIPE-R™ reservoir system
installation processes.



Excavate the surface area of the system with additional 18-inch (457 mm) wide perimeter
fill on all four sides of the designed PIPE-R™ reservoir system layout to allow for
backfilling materials and compaction equipment for backfill.



Ensure that sides of excavated trench/embankment remain stable under all working
conditions. The slope or support to trench/embankment walls must satisfy all local and
national safety standards.



Ensure that trench/embankment supports provide adequate support to PIPE-R™ reservoir
system throughout the installation process.



Removal of trench supports shall not cause any disturbance to the installed PIPE-R™
reservoir system, foundation walls and bed, and embedment materials. When necessary,
trench/embankment supports shall be left in place to provide sufficient support to the
foundation.



If the trench side walls slough off during excavation or installation, remove all sloughed
and loose material from the trench/embankment.



Total excavation depth shall be the sum of the bedding depth, PIPE-R™ reservoir system,
initial and final backfill, and if applicable, the top pavement layer depths.

Preparation of Excavated Site


The base of the excavated site shall be prepared as per design engineer’s specifications
on subgrade compaction, to support the surcharge loads and provide a stable base, to
achieve the design bearing capacity.



If excavation is below the intended grade, fill the trench bottom with compatible
foundation or bedding materials up to the desired grade level and compact to design
engineer’s specifications, see Table 1.



All rock and unyielding materials encountered at the trench/embankment bottom shall be
removed and replaced with proper embedment material specified in the drawings.



Excavate and remove all unstable materials at the trench bottom and replace with suitably
graded material (free draining backfill material) as specified by the engineer up to the
desired grade level of the designed trench bottom.
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Prevent stormwater runoff and surface water from entering the trench/embankment
during installation. Maintain groundwater level, at least 24 inches (610 mm) below base of
PIPE-R™ reservoir system bedding, to provide a stable trench/embankment bottom or as
specified by design engineer. Dewatering shall be an option to achieve the design
separation between the base and groundwater elevations.



Backfill trench/embankment after installation of PIPE-R™ reservoir system to prevent
disturbance to the system.
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T ABLE 1 ACCEPTABLE F ILL M ATERIALS

I

II

III

IV

V

Material Location
Bedding: Fill material or stabilized
foundation base of the excavation
above the subgrade.

Embedment: Fill material placed
between rows of the PIPE-R™ system.
Located between the excavation wall
and PIPE-R™ system sides. Starts
from the base of the PIPE-R™ system,
above the bedding.

Description
Native soil or as specified by
the design engineer. Opengraded, clean, granular
soil/aggregate mixtures, less
than 35% fines, or processed
aggregate. AASHTO M 57
Specifications
Angular, crushed stone and
stone/sand mixtures; poorly
or well-graded sand and
gravel, or mixture of
sand/gravel. AASHTO M 147
Specifications

Initial Backfill: Fill material starts
from the top of the PIPE-R™ system
and to a minimum of 6” above or as
specified by the engineer.

Native soil, soil, or gravel
material as specified in the
design by the engineer.
AASHTO M 147 Specifications

Final Backfill: Fill material starts
from the top of the initial backfill to
the bottom of the pavement layer.
Depth as required by AASHTO for
roadway design.

Same as above. However, if
different from the initial
backfill use angular, crushed
stone or gravel as specified
by the engineer. AASHTO M
147 Specifications

Pavement: Top layer of the
pavement section, resting on the final
backfill.

Optional: Rigid or flexible
pavement, pervious or
impervious pavement
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AASHTO Material
Classifications/Unified
Soil Classification System
Suitable soil class: 1A, 1B,
II, and III.
AASHTO: A-1, A-3, A-2-4,
A-2-5
or
USCS: GP, GW, SW, SP, SPSM, SM, SC
Suitable soil class: 1A, 1B,
II, and III.
AASHTO: A-1, A-3, A-2-4,
A-2-5
or
USCS: GP, GW, SW, SP, SPSM, SM, SC
Suitable soil class: 1A, 1B,
II, and III.
AASHTO: A-1, A-3, A-2-4,
A-2-5
or
USCS: GP, GW, SW, SP, SPSM, SM, SC
Suitable soil class: 1A, 1B,
II, and III.
AASHTO: A-1, A-3, A-2-4,
A-2-5
or
USCS: GP, GW, SW, SP, SPSM
N/A

Compaction/Density
Requirement
Install and compact in minimum 4”
(100 mm) lift to maximum layer.
Remove all loose material at the
base of the foundation. Use
vibratory compactor and level final
grade by hand. Minimum density
95% Standard Proctor.
Minimum density of 90% and 95%
Standard Proctor for gravels
(stones) and sand, respectively.
Install and compact in minimum 6”
(152.4 mm) lift to maximum layer.
Use hand tampers or vibratory
compactors.
Install and compact to a minimum
of 6” (152.4 mm) above the top of
the PIPE-R™ system. Use hand
tampers or hand operated vibratory
compactors, no heavy equipment.
Minimum density of 90% and 95%
Standard Proctor for gravels
(stones) and sand, respectively.
Compact as required by the
engineer. Use plate compactor or
roller compactor to achieve
specified compaction level.

As specified by the engineer in
accordance to pavement type
specification and design.

Foundation Materials


The structural integrity of PIPE-R™ reservoir system is reliant on the strength of backfill
materials placed around the system – interaction between the soil and the structure.



Installation practices and fill materials must meet the standard specified by AASHTO for
buried flexible pipes, ASTM D2321, or as specified by the design engineer.



See ASTM D2321 or Table 1 above for the recommended foundation, backfill, and
embedment materials.



Maintain a stable, firm and uniform bedding to minimize localized loading and differential
settlement along the PIPE-R™ system coverage area. Fill materials shall be free of lumps,
clods, boulders, frozen matter, organics, and debris.



All fill materials must be firm, stable and achieve the desired density to provide the
support needed by PIPE-R™ reservoir system for structural integrity subjected to
surcharge loads.



Maintain minimum densities as per design drawings for all fill materials – bedding,
embedment, initial backfill, and final backfill.



Contractor shall ensure that a firm, stable, and uniform bedding is provided as required by
the engineer.



See Figure 1 and Figure 2 for typical foundation sections.
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F IGURE 1 TYPICAL FOUNDATION SECTION FOR LOAD BEARING SURFACE ABOVE THE RESERVOIR
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F IGURE 2 TYPICAL FOUNDATION SECTION FOR NON - LOAD BEARING SURFACE ABOVE THE RESERVOIR
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Liner Installation


Design engineer shall require that the PIPE-R™ reservoir system is wrapped with a
pervious or impervious geotextile liner for exfiltration or storage systems, respectively.



Provide geotextile separator, meeting AASHTO M-288 Class 2 specifications, between
layers of different particle sizes to prevent soil migration, which may weaken the layer.
The design engineer should specify the geotextile liner on the engineering drawings.



Geotextile liner is wrapped around the PIPE-R™ reservoir system chambers to prevent soil
migration and/or water seepage into the reservoir cistern.



Recommended geotextile liners meeting AASHTO M-288 Class 2 specifications, such as:
o

For permeable cistern, use Mirafi® S800 or an equivalent geotextile with the same
mechanical and hydraulic properties.

o

For impermeable cistern, use ITL 40X (coated woven polyethylene – CWPE) or an
equivalent geotextile of equal properties.



Installation of PIPE-R™ reservoir system shall begin with the placement of appropriate
geotextile (permeable for exfiltration and surficial aquifer recharge, and impermeable for
storage and reuse) on the compacted foundation/bedding material.



For smaller systems, the geotextile liner shall be laid on the foundation/bedding material
where the PIPE-R™ reservoir system will be installed.



Once the PIPE-R™ reservoir system is in place on top of the liner, wrap the chamber with
the remaining geotextile such that all sides and the top are covered with a one foot (0.3
m) overlap where two liners meet. Use two-sided adhesive or geotextile wielding to seal
geotextiles.



On the other hand, for large projects, a different approach can be adopted in the
placement of the geotextile liner.



The first geotextile liner is laid on the foundation/bedding material and wrapped around
the PIPE-R™ chambers, but covers a couple of feet on the top. Formula for the size of
geotextile liner for the first approach is calculated as


o

Length = Length + 2 × Height + 6 feet (1.8 m)
Width = 2 × Width + 2 × Height + 2 feet (0.6 m)

A second geotextile liner is laid over the top of the bundled pipes to create a top cover
that overlaps the first liner by at least one foot (0.3 m) on all sides. Formula for the
size of geotextile liner for the second approach is calculated as
 Length = Length + 2 × Height + 6 feet (1.8 m)
 Width = Width + 2 × Height + 6 feet (1.8 m)
 Cover = Length × Width
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In either approach, the sealing on top is made by welding or using double sided tape for
reuse systems with an impermeable liner. However, welding or double sided tape is not
necessary for filtration system with a permeable liner.

Pipe-R™ System Installation
Installation of Cubes


The PIPE-R™ reservoir system may be constructed by placing PIPE-R™ cubes into the
excavated area on top of the geotextile liner and/or by placing BPUs side by side and
stacking them upon one another.



PIPE-R™ cubes are available in three standard sizes; and can be modified into custom
sizes.
a)
b)
c)
d)

88” x 88” x 44” (2235 x 2235
88” x 42” x 44” (2235 x 1067
42” x 42” x 44” (1067 x 1067
Standard BPUs are 7’4” (2.23

x 1118 mm)
x 1118 mm) and
x 1118 mm).
m) long



There are three options available for the installation of the PIPE-R™ modules into the
excavated layout.



First option, PIPE-R™ cubes shall be lifted from the bottom with standard fork
attachments for a skid steer or front-end loader and placed on top of the geotextile liner.



Second option, lift the PIPE-R™ cubes from the top using rigging straps, if the excavated
area is not large enough to drive into. Lift and place a cube into place on top of the
geotextile liner from outside the excavated area.
o

o




Place two straps through separate pipes approximately 24 inches (610 mm) from the
corners of the cube. The straps go through a pipe on the bottom row and extend
above the cube.
Utilize a spreader bar where the equipment is attached to the straps to keep the
straps from crushing the pipe when the cubes are lifted.

A third option is to build a PIPE-R™ reservoir system by interlocking BPUs.
o

Place the first row of BPUs on the geotextile liner.

o

Subsequent layer placements shall be in alternate directions up to the design height
per the engineering drawings.

o

The alternating layers shall create a cube of bundled pipes that are ready to be
wrapped with the geotextile liner.

The cube of bundled pipes wrapped with appropriate geotextile liner form a reservoir with
void space of about 96%, which is referred to as PIPE-R™ reservoir system.
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When the PIPE-R™ reservoir system is completely installed in accordance with the
engineering drawings, wrap the cubes in the geotextile liner as referenced in the liner
section above.



Inspection and maintenance ports shall be located as shown in the drawings. At least one
inspection/maintenance port shall be installed before the manifold pipe and at the outlet
manhole, if applicable. Other ports shall be located on pipe connectors between chambers
at intervals of about 50 feet.

Embedment/Backfill Materials


For multiple rows of PIPE-R™ reservoir chambers, adjacent rows shall be separated with
embedment materials at minimum of 3 ft. (0.9 m) interval for load bearing systems or as
specified by the engineer.



The embedment material is intended to provide lateral support to the installed PIPE-R™
reservoir system from vertical loads (overburden and/or truck loads) to minimize vertical
deflections.



The engineer shall ensure that backfilling procedure shall comply with the minimum
standard in ASTM D2321 or regulatory agency.



Placement of backfill materials must not disturb or damage the installed PIPE-R™ reservoir
system. Follow recommendations for compaction provided in ASTM D2321.



Adopt techniques compatible with materials used in the trench and use compaction
equipment suitable with the location – work in and tamp, handheld or work-behind
compactor, vibratory compactor, or roller compactor.



To minimize damage to PIPE-R™ reservoir system, NO heavy equipment (vehicles and
construction equipment) should be placed directly on the PIPE-R™ system until a
minimum backfill depth established by the engineer is achieved.



Backfill materials shall be free of lumps, clods, boulders, frozen matter, organics, and
debris.



Install and compact initial backfill materials to a minimum of 6 inches (150 mm) above
PIPE-R™ reservoir chambers using handheld equipment to avoid damage.



Install geogrids on the surface of the initial backfill, and subsequent layers of geogrid shall
have a minimum 12 in (300 mm) vertical separation. Geogrid is recommended to provide
tensile strength to the backfill material above load bearing PIPE-R™ reservoir systems.



The geogrid shall extend 36 inches (914 mm) over the layout of the installed PIPE-R™
reservoir system.
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Geogrid placement in non-traffic load applications is optional, use if specified by the
design engineer.

Installation of Inlet and Outlet Connectors
Inlet System


There are two ways by which stormwater runoff can be collected and transported into
PIPE-R™ reservoir system for storage or exfiltration purposes. These are:
1. by direct infiltration through the cover (soil and pervious pavement) above the system
footprint, which is most suitable for exfiltration systems, and/or
2. through an inlet pipe connected to the top pipe layers and into the reservoir.

Option #1 – Direct Infiltration


Direct infiltration is recommended for PIPE-R™ reservoir system installed underneath
pervious cover surfaces.



The top pervious surface allows for direct infiltration through the porous stones used as
embedment and backfill materials.



Figure 3 shows a PIPE-R™ reservoir system used as exfiltration pond with permeable
geotextile liner wrapped around the PIPE-R™ chamber;



Pervious pavement surface for direct infiltration from surface runoff; and porous stones as
embedment and backfill materials.



Stormwater will be stored in the PIPE-R™ reservoir system as detention system and slowly
released into the subgrade for surficial aquifer recharge.
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F IGURE 3 D IRECT INFILTRATION INLET FOR PIPE-R™ SYSTEM USED AS EXFILTRATION POND (DRAINFIELD )
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Option #2 – Inlet Pipe


The second option involves the collection of the stormwater prior to the PIPE-R™ reservoir
system into a pretreatment facility, such as a baffle box or other filtration devices, and
then transported through a pipe into the reservoir.



Adopting a treatment train approach, upstream of the PIPE-R™ reservoir system, would
improve the water quality available for reuse or discharge; and minimize the transport of
sediments into the reservoir system



It is the decision for the design engineer to specify a site-specific pretreatment facility that
will function fittingly with the PIPE-R™ reservoir system and satisfy the local regulatory
agency.



The PIPE-R™ chamber will be wrapped with geotextile liners (impermeable or permeable)
to create about 96% void space for storage of stormwater runoff, hitherto discharged.



Figure 4 presents the typical inlet pipe structure that transfer stormwater runoff from
impervious surfaces through a pretreatment chamber and then into the PIPE-R™ reservoir
system for storage, reuse, and/or exfiltration to the soil beneath the system.



An inlet pipe is connected to the side or top of the PIPE-R™ reservoir system to convey
stormwater runoff into the reservoir for onward exfiltration or storage.



Stored water is discharged from the reservoir only through an outlet pipe with an invert
that is below the inlet pipe.
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F IGURE 4 TYPICAL INLET INTO THE PIPE-R™ RESERVOIR SYSTEM (A) SIDE INLET AND ( B) TOP INLET
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Outlet System


For hydraulic efficiency, the PIPE-R™ reservoir system has an outlet structure to mitigate
the effect of backwater and flooding due to full reservoir and saturated soil.



ECS recommends an outlet structure that starts with a transition pipe connected to the
bottom of the PIPE-R™ reservoir system.



The transition pipe allows for outflow from the bottom of the reservoir into a control
structure with built-in weir (at an invert elevation set to control the storage capacity of the
reservoir system) to control discharge from the system (Figure 5).



The invert height of the transition pipe in the PIPE-R™ reservoir system is a function of
the design criteria for the reservoir storage volume.



The outlet pipe may be designed as a discharge outlet to control the water level in the
reservoir or through a transition pipe that is connected to the bottom of the system and
linked to a control box/valve structure.



The control box/valve is built having a locking device to control the level of water in the
reservoir by setting the weir height in the box to predetermined outflow elevation.



The outlet box contains an overflow orifice to control backwater build-up and flooding.



The sizing for the control box is determined by the design engineer based on the site flow
conditions and purpose of the subsurface storage.
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F IGURE 5 TYPICAL OUTLETS FROM THE PIPE-R™ RESERVOIR SYSTEM (A ) OVERFLOW WITH OUTFLOW CONNECTIONS , AND (B ) OVERFLOW
CONNECTION ONLY – EXFILTRATION SYSTEM
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Pipe Boot Connections
The inflow and outflow pipes are connected to the PIPE-R™ chambers wrapped in geotextile
liners using pipe boots as recommended by the liner manufacturer. Sample of pipe boot
connection is shown in Figure 6 installed at all locations of inflow/outflow pipes.

F IGURE 6 P IPE BOOT CONNECTIONS FOR ALL INFLOW AND OUTFLOW P IPES
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